Creating the jobs and innovations of the future
Inspiring entrepreneurialism, bringing ideas to
life and supporting startups to grow

0UR PURPOSE
•

Fishburners supports the largest
community of startups in Australia.

•

We are a not for profit organisation
dedicated to inspiring entrepreneurialism,
bringing ideas to life and supporting
startups to get started, grow and succeed.

•

We do this by providing the best facilities,
resources, learning and development,
mentoring, and connections needed for
an idea to to come to life and flourish.

•

Our mission is to create successful tech
based startups in order to create the jobs
of the future and bring to market the
innovative products and services needed
to fuel a robust and healthy economy.

(Lord Mayor Graham Quirk and Rick Martin, Co-Founder of
Equal Reality)
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Fishburners impact and value creation
TODAY

• 400 + startups
• 1000 + jobs
• 35m + in revenue
generated
• $65m in investment
raised
• 800 hosted events
• 12,000 participants

Since 2011:
• 3200 jobs
• $200m+ revenue
• 79.3m in investment
raised
• 5000 events
• 100,000 participants

Why Startups
● Start ups are a leading source of job creation for
the future ensuring we are prepared with the
right workforce, products and services in a
highly disruptive tech based world.

● Being a founder of a startup or working with a
start up provides people with an entrepreneurial
skill set and an understanding of the
competencies and intelligence required to be
successful in a climate of perpetual disruption critical factors for jobs of today and tomorrow

Some of Fishburners startup
success stories

Fishburners startups today’s
new marketplaces: Design Crowd
• Designcrowd is creative community
platform to provide design at a price
that fits your budget.
• Provides access to 696,899 designers
• $51.3M in sales revenue

Fishburners startups today’s
innovations:Equal Reality
• Equal Reality creates Diversity and
Inclusion training in Virtual Reality
(VR).
• It allows you to “walk a mile in
someone else’s shoes” to learn
what it is like to experience
discrimination or inappropriate
behavior.

Fishburners startups today’s
business automation: FREIGHT EXCHANGE
•

FreightExchange is an award winning digital
marketplace that automates the movement
of goods by efficiently managing all aspects
of the booking and dispatch process for
long-haul transport carriers and shippers.

•

Winner of the Gold Stevie Award in the Tech
Start-up of the Year category in the 14th
Annual International Business Awards, Spain

•

on the growth path with investments of over
$1.5m to date and partnerships with two
global logistics companies.

Fishburners startups today’s new
distribution chains GOCATCH
•

GOCATCH launched its ridesharing platform in 2015

•

Raised $10m

•

350,000 registered passengers
and 35,000 drivers around
Australia.

Fishburners startups today’s
digital platforms GRADCONNECTION
•

Gradconnection is becoming one of the
biggest and most popular student and
graduate careers website in Australia.

•

Four out of five graduate university students
use GradConnection to find a job.

•

Over 500 of Australia's top employers advertise
on GradConnection

•

Acquired by SEEK in 2019.

Fishburners startups today’s
social impact enterprises: HOMECARE HEROES
•

Home Care Heroes is a social startup
harnessing the power of community to
combat social isolation by providing
personalised and affordable
companionship and non-medical services
for people to improve wellbeing,
independence and build relationships.

•

Through their online platform, they’re
able to provide the best people in the
community to help out where they are
most needed.

Fishburners startups today’s
transformative technology: HYPERANNA
•

Hyper Anna is an Artificial Intelligence powered data
analyst. You interact with her as you would with
another person.

•

Anna does all the tedious and technical work of
writing code, analysing data, producing charts & more,
providing the insights to drive marketing, sales and
operations strategies.

•

Hyperanna is one of the fastest growing startups in the
data science space.

•

Raised $18 million from investors including Sequoia
Capital China, Blackbird, Airtree and Reinventure.

Fishburners startups today’s new
e-commerce: KOALA
•

KOALA make furniture for the digital age.

•

A young company combining two of the best
inventions in the last 100 years furniture, and the
internet to replace overpricing and showrooms,
with a complete experience, from high-tech
design through to instant delivery.

•

Raised $15m and generated revenue of $14m in
their first year

•

100 employees and growing.

Fishburners startups today’s new
marketplaces: JAYRIDE
Jayride story began with a vision by its
founders Rod Bishop and Ross Lin, of a world
with better passenger transport, for more
people. Where everyone is empowered to
travel anywhere, without having to own a
vehicle.
Jayride is now the world's leading marketplace
for airport transfers with over 3,000 transport
companies available for travellers to book,

Now a publicly listed company on the ASX

Fishburners startups today’s new
digital platforms: MAD PAWS
•

MAD PAWS: is a pet services marketplace
with 400,000 users a

•

Team of 45!

•

Processed 15 million hours with 300,000
active users IN 2018

•

Raised $5m from Qantas, Microequities
Venture Capital, Scaleup Mediafund and
Murdoch Ventures.

Fishburners startups today’s
social impact enterprises: RADIANT
•

Radiant uses data-driven algorithms
to match mental health help-seekers
with the professional services they
need. It gives users a sense of choice
and control, and brings them closer to
the highest quality match for their
needs.

•

Longer term, Radiant will be able to
identify mental health problems
sooner and connect users to help
faster, through an AI inference engine
assessing search data.

Fishburners startups today’s online retailers
TINYBEANS
•

Tinybeans enables families to safely
share the joy of their children's
memories

•

1.6m registered users and more than
580,000 monthly active users.

•

Listed on the ASX last year raising
$6.5m

Fishburners startups today’s
new social enterprises: XCEPTIONAL
•

125 million people worldwide experience autism,
yet this group is often underemployed.

•

The Xceptional app uses activity-based
assessments and games to reduce the anxiety and
difficulty that 65% of those with autism face
gaining and retaining employment.

•

Empowers autistic employees to flourish and helps
employers to embrace the benefits of diversity, and
reduce autism unemployment.

Fishburners startups today’s
new marketplaces: TIDYME
•

After working for a startup at Fishburners,
Stacey decided to create her own and
joined Fishburners as a Founder in 2014.

•

Stacey quickly grew the cleaning platform
and raised $750k within its first year.

•

In 2018, Tidy Me was acquired by One Flare
for an undisclosed amount.

Technology is reshaping work
● As a result of the last 30 years of technological
advancements pace of change is speeding up
● New technologies are changing world on a daily basis
● Between 40-60% of current middle income jobs won't
exist in 10 years
● Just as machinery replaced most manual labor,
software will replace repetitive intellectual tasks with
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning = Role
Redundancy
i.

Turbo Tax eliminated many accountants,

ii. Amazon eliminated many retail jobs
● Near future jobs that are more complex yet still
methodical will also be replaced by software- such as
legal, teaching and medical sectors

Skills needed for today and tomorrows jobs
● In the new economy obvious pathways are
computer science and software engineering kills in
cloud computing, big data collection and storage,
information security
● But also very useful to develop the skills of the
entrepreneur
● According to the Genome Report (2012) ‘a revolution
in entrepreneurship could propel the world to a level
of wealth never seen before by enabling scientific
discoveries and technological breakthroughs to be
integrated into the fabric of society’
● Startups are being increasingly seen as a pathway to
future proofing for the jobs and wealth creation of
today and tomorrow

The Role of Startups
● The role of technology startups in our global economy has never been more
important.

● Majority of job growth in the United States is driven by technology startups.
● Successful Australian tech brands have generated thousands of jobs and are
producing billions of dollars in new value for our economy

● Power of information technology has started to trigger a reorganization of the
global economy.
● It has never been easier or cheaper to create a startup thanks to infrastructure like
open source software, software as a service, cloud hosting, globally ubiquitous
payment processing, viral distribution channels, real-time collaboration, on demand
logistic services and hyper-targeted advertising.

Skills and Attributes of the Entrepreneur
● 10 years ago If you didn’t have the skill to make something, and didn’t have the capital
to buy something, you were out of luck.
● Avoiding mistakes has never been easier by learning from the plethora of blogs,
podcasts and many Open Online Courses or simply getting in touch with
entrepreneurs in the same field.
● Knowledge is increasingly open sourced and even the best software frameworks are
given away for free
● Even if you fail it makes you far more employable at a wider range of existing
companies (because of the skills and experience gained), and this is increasingly the
case as corporate jobs become more growth-led than process-orientated.

The Entrepreneurial Mindset
The options available to entrepreneurs today
have exploded barriers to entry have been
removed what you do need however is
intelligence and a strong skills set in:
•

Problem solving

•

Critical thinking

•

Creativity to think about things beyond
current knowledge

•

Determination and endurance,

•

Empathy with other stakeholders

•

Ability to tell a good story

•

Discipline to take an iterative, hypothesisled approach

•

Learning from your own mistakes

Fishburners Founder Skills

Benefits of being an entrepreneur
•
•

The greatest advantage is being able to follow your passion and be the director
of your own time although it is hard work
Working on leading-edge, purpose based, change-the-world endeavours

•

High level of responsibility often inspires extreme productivity

•

Choose the people you work with often teams of highly engaged, passionate
people

•

You get to work across all areas of the establishment and development of a
business - so it is a great way to develop your skills particularly those that are
needed for the jobs of today and tomorrow
Often get to take on challenges and responsibilities ahead of your standard
career timeline

•
•

Sometimes equity is on offer - allowing you to leapfrog salary earnings if
successful

Disadvantages
• Can be incredibly stressful.
• Probably won’t maximize your personal earnings
• significant financial/skill set/location hurdles to get started
• Large scale success often requires decade plus commitment

Myths
1) You have to be into tech / know how to code: Programmers and engineers

dominated the founder space in the early years. In 2019 founders can come
from any background and coding is no longer a prerequisite.
2) Startups are born in garages: The startup community today is very different

to the age when Mark Zuckerberg was working away in his garage. Instead
we’re seeing a significant rise physical and virtual spaces like Fishburners that
build on the ‘community’ aspect that so often drives innovation and success
1) Young geeks hanging out playing ping pong- largest cohort at Fishburners is

35-45 years, many have been in corporate world and decided on a career
change

Importance of Lifelong Learning
•

Students today must become lifelong learners and be encouraged to engage with realworld problems to cultivate their problem-solving skills

•

At Fishburners we are strong believers in the value of continuous or lifelong learning so
that people have the know how and skills and capabilities to transition to the new jobs of
today and tomorrow.

•

We invest in developing a continuous learning culture for our member startups and are
now providing these opportunities more broadly to help with the disruption and
technological changes that are so much a part of our lives.

Fishburners inspiring and promoting
entrepreneurialism
Fishburners is developing a range of programs to help
students and employees thrive in the new economy
through experiential learning and development in
entrepreneurship and exposure to tech based
innovations through work experience and holiday
programs and internships.
Interested? Email: nicole@fishburners.org
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